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Foreword
The Concept for Policy Reform and Curricula Update is an applicable output of I-S.K.Y.P.E. project
realization. The Concept is based on the lessons learned throughout the process of development and
piloting of the I-S.K.Y.P.E. Methodical Teachers' Handbook and related I-S.K.Y.P.E. Workshops for
primary science teachers. It tries to map and synthesize good practices established and evidence
base that might influence development of national and European policies in the field. In this regard,
the purpose of the Concept is to address the policy makers of the urgency to integrate up-to-date
teaching methods, techniques and specific skills among teachers, as well as updating the curricula in
the field of science. It tries to provide concrete recommendations for improvement of the national
policies in the field of science education teaching in primary education and in long-term perspective;
it opens space for additional discussion on teaching science education in general.
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Introduction
Skills in science are becoming increasingly important part of basic literacy in today´s knowledge
economy. To keep Europe growing, there is a strong need of science-aware citizens who can make
informed decisions and develop critical thinking.
As confirmed by numerous EU education policy strategies and research analysis, motivation should
be fostered among young people in early education, as missing this opportunity leads to many
interrelated challenges occurring at later stage of life, such as: underachievement in basic skills, low
interest towards science-related further education and career choices, gap between the current
technology-based labour market and existing competencies.
On the 1st of October 2016, the publishing house Dr. Josef Raabe Slovakia, based in Bratislava started
implementing the transnational project I – S.K.Y.P.E. that is entirely focused on the support of the
science-related subjects´ teachers in primary education. The I – S.K.Y.P.E. project has been funded
with the support of the EU Programme for Education, Training, Youth and Sport – Erasmus+.
The teacher is regarded as the key factor to impact current needs and system reform and
strengthening the profile of the profession involves constant and continuous development.
Reportedly, most teachers lack confidence to deliver science-related subjects at primary school level
due to lack of resources, ideas on how to motivate learners, as well as specifics of the curriculum and
syllabus of these subjects. Considering these reasons, we have been aimed at following project aims:


to support primary education teachers in science-related subjects through innovative
materials, tools fostering interactive learning, opportunity to share practice with European
peers;



to increase achievement in the basic skills of science through more effective, innovative
teaching methods to foster open and innovative education, embedded in the digital era;



to promote science at primary school level, in order to contribute for raising Europe´s
competitiveness and employability of young people.

On the lessons learned throughout the Project realization, we have prepared restricted set of
recommendations for policy reform and curricula update.
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Chapter 1
Description of innovation initiated and driven by
I-S.K.Y.P.E. project
The main goal of the I-SKYPE project is to prepare methodical support for primary science teachers
teaching science. It presents innovative material, which corresponds with the latest trends in theory
of science education. Another aim of the project is to prepare teaching material covering all science
topics, which could be taught at primary level regardless of national curricula in participating
countries. We want to guarantee the wider applicability of the project outputs and initiate discussion
about current science topics of the primary school curriculum.
At the beginning of the project, we set the basic concept of education in accordance with innovative
tendencies in science education. Based on that concept we elaborated methodical material.
Current research in science education indicates that the decreasing interest in science and
technology does not stem from the absence of pupils’ interest in science and technology education
during their compulsory education. The problem is that when choosing further study or careers,
pupils do not feel competent "doing science", even though they have achieved excellent assessment
in the subject (for more, see Archer, DeWitt, Osborne, Dillon, Willis, Wong, 2010). The problem that
needs to be addressed in science education is not so much in the low attractiveness of science as a
subject but in the sense of pupils' competence to carry out research activities. Science education
should not only develop the science concepts but also the process how they are formed and/or
discovered. Science education should provide conceptual as well as procedural knowledge.
Considering the need to develop science concepts as well as procedural knowledge and prepare
material usable in various countries, we have decided to based it on theoretically well anchored and
well developed concept which is among experts known as principles and big ideas in science
education (Harlen et al., 2010, Harlen et al., 2015). As it has become the key concept for all project
activities its closer clarification is important in order to understand the recommendations suggested
after their application into science content in the (Chapter 4).

Big Ideas in Science Education
Basic principles of developing big science ideas and processes in science
Effort to identify universally applicable key content of basic principles in science education has been
known for quite a long time. The process resulted in various lists of concepts, themes, ideas and
explanations which an individual should know after finishing compulsory schooling whether or not to
continue studying science. Recently, the above-mentioned concept of developing basic principles of
big science ideas which came under the aegis of prof. Wynne Harlen (University of Bristol) gained
ground. Compared with other similar documents, this one is connected with a coherent and
relatively stable concept of the development of scientific literacy in sense of supporting inductive
cognitive processes in science education. Wynne Harlen's team characterized the content of basic
key concepts in science education. They formulated 14 science concepts and their level, which should
be reached by pupils after finishing compulsory schooling. The team does not talk about isolated
ideas or laws but describes whole concepts, formed by exploring surrounding reality.
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According to Harlen (Harlen, 2000) big ideas are perceived rather in the sense of their complexity,
not necessarily in the sense of their key position in explaining the natural world. Harlen characterizes
work with preconceptions in the sense of shifting from small to big ideas, the shift itself is not linear
(described as climbing a ladder) but very complex, multidimensional.
Fourteen big ideas in science are characterised as follows:
Big ideas of science:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

All material in the Universe is made of very small particles.
Objects can affect other objects at a distance.
Changing the movement of an object requires a net force to be acting on it.
The total amount of energy in the Universe is always the same but energy can be transformed
when things change or are made to happen.
The composition of the Earth and its atmosphere and the processes occurring within them
shape the Earth’s surface and its climate.
The solar system is a very small part of one of millions of galaxies in the Universe.
Organisms are organised on a cellular basis.
Organisms require supply of energy and materials for which they are often dependent on or in
competition with other organisms.
Genetic information is passed down from one generation of organisms to another.
The diversity of organisms, living and extinct, is the result of evolution.

Big ideas about science and its processes:
11. Science assumes that for every effect there is one or more causes.
12. Scientific explanations, theories and models are those that best fit the facts known at a
particular time.
13. The knowledge produced by science is used in some technologies to create products to serve
human ends.
14. Applications of science often have ethical, social, economic and political implications.
There are 4 ideas focusing on science itself and the processes how science works (Ideas about
science). Above-mentioned 14 big ideas tend to develop scientific literacy therefore ideas about
science and its processes are also stressed.
According to Harlen’s team, scientific literacy and its development consists of three dimensions.
Understanding a set of big ideas in science which include ideas of science, ideas about science and its
role in society form the first dimension. The second dimension represents procedural knowledge.
Harlen’s team transformed former rather complex science process skills into more specific ones
focusing on scientific capabilities concerned with gathering and using evidence (Harlen, 2010, 2015).
The third dimension is represented by scientific attitude connected with content and processes in
science which guarantees that scientific research starts and is performed in an objective way. Only all
three dimension applied into practical teaching intervention can guarantee development of scientific
literacy and sense of competency for pupils. It enables them to feel confident about their skills to
solve simple research questions, to improve their knowledge and to satisfy their curiosity.
Science content (in our case the development of big scientific ideas into a fairly complex form) is
created and modified especially by first two dimensions of scientific literacy, therefore their potential
development is bound to implementation of scientific literacy development in a comprehensive
form. The predisposition to achieving such goal is meaningful and systematic implementation of
inductive learning activities (Harlen, 2013).
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Creating isolated educational activities focusing on big ideas about science and its processes is rather
ineffective approach. Effective way to develop correct ideas about science and its processes is
through application of inductive teaching activities by exploring particular phenomena. For this
reason, we did not prepare specific teaching activities developing the ideas about science and its
processes but rather implemented specific instructions imitating the way science works into activities
introducing 10 big scientific ideas.
The methodical handbook thus consists of many teaching activities the content of which covers all
the basic scientific concepts addressed to pupils at the primary level. They were elaborated based on
“big ideas in science education” (Harlen, 2010).
Activities have been prepared to develop not only the relevant science concept, but also the idea of
science processes, the nature of science so that learners feel competent to modify their own
knowledge using trusted research methods.
The methodical handbook for the application of innovative approach to science education was
prepared by three institutions participating in the project: Trnava University in Trnava (Slovakia),
University of West Bohemia in Pilsen (Czech Republic) and Ulm University in Ulm (Germany). The set
of teaching activities was subsequently verified at three elementary schools involved: Primary School
of King Svätopluk (ZŠ s MŠ Kráľa Svätopluka) in Šintava (Slovakia), Primary School of Gutha
Jarkovského (Základní škola J. Gutha Jarkovského) in Prague (Czech Republic) and a private Boarding
school Louisenlund (Germany). Using and testing prepared material in three European countries
helped us to show its potential and international applicability.
Based on the practical implementation of the activities at the participating primary schools, a set of
recommendations for changes in teaching and science education were suggested and incorporated
into the methodical handbook, thus creating a final guide for teachers. Experience with implication of
innovative approach in science education was fruitful for teachers as well as academics. The
experience has become a prerequisite for identifying examples of good practice (presented in
Chapter 2) and at the same time obstacles preventing wider application of activities into pedagogical
practice (presented in Chapter 3). Based on examples of good practice and identified barriers to the
implementation of innovations into primary science education, it was possible to formulate
recommendations for a change of curriculum, or general recommendations for changes in the
education system, both from the academic and teacher point of view. This has resulted in a set of
recommendations that we will introduce in Chapter 4.
The identification of obstacles to innovations in science education and the resulting formulation of
recommendations for changing in the curriculum is linked to a specific learning environment.
Chapters 3 and 4 are therefore elaborated specifically for three different educational environments Slovak, Czech and German (specifically for the Federal Republic of Schleswig-Holstein).
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Chapter 2
Examples of good practices
The first step in formulating recommendations for changes in the education system is to identify the
effective elements of innovative efforts. Through the I-SKYPE project, we tried to create methodical
material usable for teachers to innovate his/her teaching practices in the context of current trends in
primary science education. Teachers used the activities in their classrooms and based on the
experience, tried to formulate examples of good practice. This chapter presents a description of the
positive effects of teaching materials when applied under ideal conditions (obstacles to the wider
application of the concept are eliminated). The activities have been verified in three different
educational environments, so the reader can compare how they perceive the effects of I-S.K.Y.P.E.
teaching material teachers in three different countries.

Primary School Kráľa Svätopluka in Šintava, Slovakia
Our personal experience with the implementation of the I-SKYPE project in the educational process
at our school was very good. Because of this project, we have paid greater attention to scientific
literacy and at the same time, we have increased its significance as presented below.
For us as teachers, the beginning was not very easy, but thanks to the support (both material and
financial) it got better. The project support allowed buying various material, which enabled us to
teach particular topics the way they were meant to. These topics were interesting for teachers and
pupils as well. We all were motivated to be actively involved in their verification. Selected tested
activities were reasonably demanding in terms of individual pupil abilities. From our point of view,
pupils were most interested in magnetism and electricity.
When working on activities, pupils were active, asked questions and showed a great interest in the
topics. Pupils searched for more information (online or in books) related to the topics even in their
free time. Pupils worked in groups, which was quite difficult at the beginning. They had to learn how
to cooperate, divide tasks, communicate, formulate and present their findings and experience. After
several activities, they overcame the problems and were able to cooperate and communicate. Pupils
used various tools and material needed to solve the research problems. It is interesting how a wellchosen method or theme affects particular pupils or how it affects their view of things and
phenomena that they did not understand before did not care about or did not have the information
needed. We also thought that some topics would be more interesting for boys than for girls, but we
were pleasantly surprised that it was the reverse.
We would recommend using the material for a variety of reasons:




Thanks to the project, the teacher himself learns (gains new skills and attitudes, changes old
routine).
I-SKYPE project brings new, activating material for pupils. They can find out for themselves
and it allows them to understand the nature of science.
Thinking of the child develops gradually and efficiently. A child who is not yet able to use
formal operations is systematically guided to gain empirical experience, gradually learns the
basic logical operations and becomes much more adept at using formal operations.
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While working in groups, pupils learn to communicate, accept opinions of others, gain
experience, change attitudes, and learn to tolerate each other and to be patient. A pupil
develops several aspects of his/her personality.
Pupils learnt scientific concepts, basics of terminology, knowledge about relationship
between living and non-living nature and gained some specific manual skills.
The knowledge acquired through these activities is more stable.
Pupils have not only acquired knowledge, but have gradually become scientifically literate.
Pupils looked forward to science lessons.

Developing the idea of initiating and changing the
movement of objects
Title of the topic: Changing body movement causes
the resulting force acting on the body
Task: Watch the movement of the pendulum, draw
the direction of the force applied and name it.

Task: Find out if the
pendulum's speed
depends on the
weight of the
pendulum we use.
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Primary School of J. Gutha-Jarkovského in Prague, Czech
Republic
Example of good practice 1
Children like new things in science lessons, therefore I-SKYPE activities were appreciated very much
by them. Pupils like some worksheets more, others less. Sometimes they did not understand what
the author actually asked, but eventually they came to the conclusion, sometimes with the help of
additional questions.
I highly appreciated the methodical material about the endangered species. I was able to rely on
websites where I could find a lot of interesting information for my children.
Children also enjoyed engaging in activity when they could connect several topics from various
subjects. For example, we joined activity about explaining the size of the universe with the lesson of
physical education. It was fun to measure distances and to compare the size of planets to different
"balls". They learnt about different planets, their sizes, the fact that the Sun is the centre of the solar
system and how big it is. Children were activated just by the fact that I came up with announcing that
we were doing the project activities. It is then quite easy to get them involved and active if the topic
is at least a little interesting. Most of them were interesting for my pupils.

We worked on the topic of
the universe and glued the
planets into workbooks.
Children investigated the
colour of the planets, their
size and their names.
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The phase of the
Moon and its
revolving around the
Earth were shown by
using oranges.
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Example of good practice 2
When I introduced topics for the next few science lessons to the pupils, they were, of course,
enthusiastic. They love when the lesson is active. Most of them are open to the new things because it
is something different from just boring sitting and taking notes copying them from the blackboard.
The pupils very much enjoyed a topic about the seasons. We talked about it on several lessons. We
talked a lot about the calendar and its purpose. I also included the topic in mathematics, where we
managed to determine the time, change of the seasons or the phases of the Moon. I also included
conversion of time units, so it helped us to discuss the new stuff we were planning to cover anyway.
As I already mentioned, it was very beneficial that the work could be included in other subjects and
we were able to use the cross-curricular relationships in many areas. When changing the seasons, we
could also observe the transformation of the plants, which of course depend on weather conditions.
We were enjoying the determination of the length of the months, the greatest success was the
determination of the number of days in individual months by hand, where the pupils made a fist and,
according to the joints and holes, they knew when the month had 30 and when 31, eventually 29
days. I also included a photo of this activity, because it was very popular and kept the pupils for a
very long time, actually remembering it until today and knowing how to beat the trick with the
number of days in each month.
The methodical material was very
beneficial in most cases, because I
had something to start with and it
was easier to prepare the lesson.
The pupils were interested in the
projects. It was difficult for the
teachers, but we did it and I think it
was a great benefit for all of us.

We discussed year months,
using hands in fists, we led
pupils to identify amount
of days of particular year
months.
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Example of good practice 3
Last school year I had science lessons and science labs in two fifth grades. It was a great advantage
for me for three reasons:






The first bonus was about cross-curricular relationships. For example, we had at least two
consecutive science lessons per week. If necessary, we could use time of art lessons or
history classes. Some of the activities I was in charge of were closely related to those subjects
(sundial, time). Others could be included in mathematics (measurement). We could visit a
planetarium to complement the activities, see other examples of sundials. It all made sense
then.
The second advantage was that my pupils were the oldest children. They are already used to
working in groups and have already tried some experiments. In addition, they were able to
fill in the worksheet, understand what the prediction is, and test it. They were able to work
independently and with caution, for example, with open fire.
Third benefit was the fact that I could repeat already tested and improved activity in another
class.

Theoretical materials were usually very comprehensive, interesting, full of information, and were an
excellent support for teachers. They also helped with links to interesting websites.
Activities were a lot of fun for pupils as well as for teachers. The active form of teaching is always fun
and has a bigger impact. Children liked the activities about combustion, of course. Making an
hourglass was a great success. Children suggested their own measuring tools, which they used as well
and recorded their results. They were very impressed with the simple load cell; they were testing
their strength and comparing results among themselves.
Most of the activities fit into the curriculum, complement or extend it appropriately.

Testing the air pressure

Exploring corrosion (metal, water, air)
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Grundschule Louisenlund, Germany
Example of good practice
Children are naturally curious. They want to explore things everywhere around them. Things in the
nature, technical stuff and also in their own life and reality. One of the main ideas of the pedagogical
concept of the Primary School Louisenlund is to allow children individualised, independent learning
with room to develop the skills of research and discovery. Academic staff function as “coaches”,
working side by side with the children as they make their own discoveries.
The activities and teaching materials from the I-Skype project are very suitable with our pedagogical
concept. Children like to learn by exploring things. They love to discover things. That is what the ISkype activities are about.
The I-Skype activities start with collecting the knowledge of the children. When we worked with the
subject „energy“ (Big idea no. 4) for example, we started with the pure question „What do you know
about energy? Collecting everything about energy, we first just talked about the things the children
know about energy and they were so interested and motivated. I was surprised about the knowledge
of the students. Then we worked with the materials, impulse-pictures and the worksheets. The
students discovered a lot about the various aspects of energy and improved their knowledge. They
learned about kinetic energy, thermal energy and potential energy. They discovered that energy only
changes but never fades. The activities are very appropriate and suitable to the subject.
Another group of students worked with the genetic subject (Big idea no. 9). Starting with pictures of
children and parents and with talking talked about their families. They were really motivated to bring
pictures from their parents and grandparents and find similar characteristics in their faces.
The genetic subject is really difficult for the students to understand but with the activity of the
„Stand-up-gene-game“, they tried and found out where their blue or brown eyes come from. They
loved to play the game. It was interesting to see the students exploring this difficult subject. They
were attentive and curious what will happen next.
For the teachers the I-Skype material is very helpful. You can find a lot of information and knowledge,
so the teachers are well prepared to work with the students. It is a really good preparation especially
for those who are working outside their subjects area.
In every day’s work, it is important for teachers to get ideas and material you can use very easy and
uncomplicated. This is what the I-Skype material offers them. The website gives them more
information and help so it is easy to work with it.
The students liked the I-Skype activities very much so they were looking forward to the next science
lesson. Being motivated and curious is the best precondition for their own learning process.
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Chapter 3
Identification of obstacles on national level
The second step in formulating recommendations for changes in the educational system is to identify
the obstacles that prevent or otherwise complicate the application of innovative tendencies in
primary science education. The application of innovation to education can be viewed from different
angles. The teacher who is working with pupils in the classroom usually perceives different obstacles
as the person who suggests innovation, works on curriculum and standards. The list of obstacles that
complicate the process of implementing innovations to the learning process has been identified by
academics and teachers separately.
Given that the identified obstacles stem for the most parts from the specific characteristics of the
particular education system, their lists are formulated at the national level and cannot be
automatically generalized to other learning environments.

3.1 From academic point of view
Based on the implementation of the project, the following key obstacles to innovation in primary
science education were identified by academics.
Trnava University in Trnava, Slovakia


The curriculum and time granted for primary science education are not adapted to its
objective - teachers do not have enough time to use adequate innovative learning methods.
Results from testing activities in the classes show that primary school pupils learn using innovative
approach with ease, teachers manage and achieve expected educational results. However, time for the
implementation of formal science education defined in curriculum is not sufficient for application of
time-consuming innovative learning.



The way continual professional development works does not ensure the updating of
teachers’ pedagogical knowledge
Despite the fact that the Slovak educational standard (which is part of national curriculum) for primary
science education has educational objectives which focus on development of scientific literacy,
practically only minimum methods leading to the achievement of this complex goal are applied. The
obstacle to meeting the objectives is seen in the dysfunctional continual professional development for
teachers. The priority of such trainings is to update gradually teachers' pedagogical knowledge in line
with the evolving needs of society, followed by evolving educational innovations that are reflected in
the evolving national curriculum.



Teachers perceive the application of methods developing scientific literacy to be over
standard or only as an alternative to regular teaching and learning.
Teachers, despite the explicit requirement to develop scientific literacy stated in the national
curriculum, consider activities leading to the development of its dimensions as activities going over
standard. This might be caused by above-mentioned discrepancy between time allowed for science
education at the primary level and time required to do those inductive activities, which require much
more time than they have.

ZNL TransferZentrum für Neurowissenschaften und Lernen, Universität Ulm, Germany
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The Federal Republic of Germany includes 16 constituent federal states
In Germany, the federal states hold the "cultural sovereignty". This means that each state has the
authority to define the contents and the scope of school curricula for all schools on its territory. Thus,
scientific education in the curricula as well as additional specifications for the didactic and educational
design are determined by the respective federal state. This implies that states differ with respect to the
role and the design of science learning and the competencies, which should be acquired by pupils.
Moreover, topics provided in the various curricula differ in comprehensiveness. Because of the
differences between school curricula, there is no congruent basis for the introduction of the concept of
Wynne Harlen. To introduce this concept throughout Germany, it would be necessary to conduct a
country-specific analysis of the respective situation in each federal state and to define the required
state-specific transformations.



Conceptual design of the curricula, the localization of the natural sciences and the
competition to other subjects
The curricula of primary education are structured in content-related subject areas, which differ
between the 16 federal states. These subject areas or subject groups contain natural sciences as well as
topics from other school subjects (such as history, social sciences and geography). This means that the
time available has to be divided between subjects. Moreover, the time prescribed for these lessons in
the class schedule depends on the respective federal state (and the grade).
Teachers are free with regard to "content-related and didactic decisions as well as determining
methods, social forms, working approaches and task formats" (KMK, 2015). The guiding principles here
are the individual requirements and needs of the learners. According to KMK, "the teaching and
learning processes [...] have to be oriented to the learning needs of the children, the present and future
significance, as well as the technical and interdisciplinary requirements" (KMK, 2015).
Therefore, in some of the elementary schools there might be too little time available to teach science
extensively. This could make it difficult to introduce the concept of Wynne Harlen, which requires for a
broader implementation of the basic science phenomena in the classroom.



Low requirements to include the theory in STEM primary education in the recommendations
of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of the Federal
States in the Federal Republic of Germany
According to the recommendations of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and
Cultural Affairs of the Federal States in the Federal Republic of Germany from 02.07.1970 as amended
on 11.06.2015 on the recommendations for the work in primary school natural science education aims
at the “self-dependent enhancement of scientific pre-concepts" (KMK, 2015). Thus, with regard to the
content this objective stays far behind the - already field-tested - educational objectives of the concept
of Wynne Harlen. With the concept of the Big ideas, the existing pre-concepts, which include naive
ideas of the students and theories of everyday life, are systematically questioned. For this, teacherguided scientific research and supported deductive thinking (scaffolding) are used to transfer preconcepts into concepts that is scientifically correct. Thus, the objective of the “Big ideas” of Wynne
Harlen is not in line with the recommendations of the education Standing Conference of the Ministers
of Education and Cultural Affairs of the federal states in the Federal Republic of Germany. Changing
these recommendations of the Standing Conference would require an extensive process of coordination
between the federal states. On the other hand, the methodological approach recommended by the
Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs is similar to those put forward
by Wynne Harlen: "Based on the children's questions, active-discovering, action-oriented learning is in
the foreground [...]. By working on subjectively significant issues and presenting solutions in their own
language, students can build on application-oriented, connected and integrated knowledge. "(KMK,
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2015). The difference is that those methodological steps, which lead to the constitution of theories, are
neglected.



Structure of teacher training and academic freedom of teaching
In Germany the primary school teacher training has been changed to the bachelor’s/master’s program
a few years ago. The aim was that all prospective teachers receive standardized undergraduate
education. Until the restructuring, the diploma study had led to considerable differences between study
contents at the universities. This also holds for the natural sciences.
Even today, despite the restructuring to the uniform bachelor’s/master’s program at universities, the
"freedom of teaching", a part of the academic freedom which describes the competence of academic
lecturers and professors to choose the content and the methods of their courses. In addition, there are
different study regulations at the various universities. This creates discrepancies between study
contents. Moreover, the fact that in Germany teacher training is offered by universities and by
specialized teacher-training colleges, which have a more practical and pedagogical orientation, can be
added. Thus, again different conditions can be found between the federal states, depending on
whether you can study at a university or at a teacher training college in the respective federal state.
Furthermore, there are (still) different degrees, such as the state examination additionally to the
bachelor’s or master’s degree. So that even at this point no standardized education can be ensured.



Choice of subjects in the study program and lessons that are taught outside someone’s
subject areas
In general, the teacher training is designed in such a way that in most federal states two or three
subjects from a broad canon (e.g. German, English, French, sports, mathematics, etc.) are chosen
additionally to educational sciences or didactics. The choice of the subjects is different in the respective
federal states. In some states, certain subjects, e.g., mathematics and German are obligatory and an
additional third subject has to be chosen. In other federal states, a broader selection of subject
combinations is available. This means that teachers, who do not choose a natural science subject, are
not well prepared for teaching it. Nonetheless, primary school teachers who have not studied natural
science before are required to teach this subject. There are no reliable figures concerning the number
of primary school teachers that have to teach natural sciences out of their study area. Statistical data
are available for the subjects German and mathematics only. Here, 17% of German and 27% of
mathematics teachers are teaching subjects that are outside of their subject area (Richter et al., 2012).
Particularly in teaching natural sciences, teachers experience uncertainty and low expertise. Thus, the
changed structure of the teacher training does not ensure the standardization of teacher training and
the competence of primary school teachers in natural science education.

University of West Bohemia in Plzen, Czech Republic


Teachers for primary schools are not sufficiently prepared in science education, especially
physics, astronomy or chemistry.
The preparation of teachers for primary schools in the Czech Republic is carried out on 8 faculties of
education in the form of five-years master’s degree. The focus is devoted during the preparation to
pedagogical-psychological disciplines, mathematics with didactics, Czech language with didactics and
more recently to disciplines preparing teachers for inclusion, working with pupils with special
educational needs, pupils with different native language, etc. So, there is not enough time to prepare
for science. This is reflected in the limitation of science education to biological knowledge only. Physics,
chemistry, astronomy, but also technical education are not sufficiently represented in curricula. This
situation leads to the reluctance of teachers to teach knowledge in these fields. So, physics, astronomy,
and chemistry tend to be very poor in teaching at the primary level. It is like the education for existing
teachers.
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There is insufficient material equipment for science subjects in schools.
Teaching of chemistry, physics, astronomy, etc. is demanding on material equipment. The situation in
the supply of aids has deteriorated significantly in recent years, and so not only funds, but also
companies that supply the aids are missing. Aids imported from abroad are in a significantly higher
price range and they are therefore unavailable to most schools.



Science education requires a more portion of inquiry-based learning than in other subjects.
Effective teaching of scientific knowledge requires practical work of pupils and teaching forms including
excursion, experimental teaching and especially inquiry-based learning. These forms of education are
challenging for physical instrumentation, tools and materials, but also require more time. If these
conditions are not at school, either science education is generally suppressed in general or active
teaching methods are suppressed and replaced by frontal teaching.



The introduction of scientific knowledge into education is complicated by insufficiently
prepared implementation of curricular reform.
The curriculum reform took place in the Czech Republic in 2007 without being sufficiently prepared.
Insufficient preparation manifested in the above-mentioned problems of time, material, but especially
insufficient preparation of teachers for this reform. There is still a large group of teachers who do not
identify with the direction of education in the Czech Republic. Further progress of the curricular reform
(adjustments of the Framework Education Programme for Primary Education in 2013) did not bring a
significant change in correct direction.
In addition, the current situation in which the changes of the Framework Education Programme for
Primary Education are constantly postponed questioned and disputed, thus causing teachers
uncertainty in the direction of further development of education in the Czech Republic. No one of the ISKYPE team is actively involved in the current process of changing of the Framework Education
Programme for Primary Education.



Dissemination of topics and good examples to individual teachers within the Czech Republic
is unsystematic and ineffective.

A wide range of supporting materials and a topic for improving teaching quality, including I-SKYPE project, is
prepared in the Czech Republic. However, these materials are not effectively distributed among the community
of teachers. Teachers do not very often share well and excellent ideas and their usage is limited to a few
teachers or schools. Teachers learn about new methods, forms and topics only if they visit educational events,
usually regional, or seminars organized by faculties of education or other educational institutions, or personal
meetings of individual teachers.

3.2 From teacher’ point of view
Teachers participating in the project form a specific group of teachers who are constantly try to
change their approach to teaching, adapt various changing conditions in society and reflect on
current situation. They are willing to invest time in educational innovations in order to make their
teaching more effective. Active teachers typically identify different type of problems comparing to
passive teachers. These obstacles, which identify an active, innovative teacher, can be considered
more objective, as these teachers have the endeavor and also the ability to overcome every day, less
significant, problems and focus on solving the key problems of the learning environment.
Teachers identified following key obstacles preventing implementation of innovations into their
science classes:
Primary school of Kráľa Svätopluka in Šintave, Slovakia
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Teachers agreed that the following obstacles emerged when trying to apply innovative learning
activities to primary science education:
1. Time limited for an activity during science lessons is inadequate (45-minute lesson), for
example, pupils do not have time to make conclusions from the research activities, which is
very important.
2. Schools do not have enough material and tools.
3. Innovative activities require a lot of preparation for a teacher. They change the role of pupils
in their learning but also teacher’s own role.
4. Innovative activities were addressed mainly to more skillful pupils; weak learners were not
always interested, not because of the complexity of the topic, but rather the concept of
innovative learning (research character of tasks).
5. Many activities are interesting for pupils, they enjoy them, they work actively, but they think
of them only as of games. When they need to use the knowledge from the activity not all
students actually can do it.
6. Educational activities are associated with increased noise during the lessons.
Primary school of Gutha-Jarkovského in Prague, Czech Republic
Czech Republic represents a different learning environment, but teachers encounter similar obstacles
in their efforts to apply innovative learning processes to formal primary science education. Teachers
involved in the project identified the following obstacles, which are supported by teacher quotes and
are ranked according to the severity of identified obstacles:
1. Little time for work
"The greatest enemy of today's teacher is time, I think. We have to follow the plan so that at the
end of the school year everything is covered. So often, there is no room for "extra" activities. To
work on project activities, was a matter of luxury. "
"First of all, it was a lack of time for work on activities."
"By working on the project activities during my regular science lesson but not planning that
before, I was behind with my other subjects as I tried to use inter curricular relations and work on
the topics during other lessons as well.”
“We often had to hurry in order not be behind with other topics. We could not spend more time
on the topic and learn more.

2. Too many pupils in the class
"Probably every teacher would appreciate if the number of pupils in the class was reduced. The
class where you are in charge of 30 pupils is very demanding to organize. Doing experiment is
virtually impossible. We do not have room, aids or time for all pupils. "
"The large number of pupils in the class made our work very complicated. For some activities, this
is, of course, an advantage, but there are very few of them. "
"I think some activities cannot be included in the science classroom because of the large number
of pupils in the class."

3. Restricted finance, space and utilities
"Another obstacle may be the lack of material and tools. When we had to do different research
activities, it was very difficult for me to get needed material. School should have them. Our
school does not have a secondary level therefore; we could not borrow from them, e.g.
microscope. We could not just buy oranges for 30 pupils. It is also a burden for teachers who
have to prepare everything in their free time. I heard that some schools employ a special person
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who does all that preparation work. If it works like that in schools, I would say that teachers
would use it, and this would have a positive effect on their work. Seriously, who wants to spend
hours searching for needed material in his/her free time and then take them back to school? "
"A lot of experiments had to be done in an equipped laboratory or at least in a room designed for
experiments. Unfortunately, we do only simple experiment on the primary level. Many activities
are more like for secondary level, where chemistry and physics are already being taught, and
they have what was needed for activities. In addition, we, primary teachers, are not even
qualified for doing some experiments. "
"Not all schools are equipped to carry out various experiments whether in the science classes or
in other subjects. Some schools may have special classrooms, but we do not have them (on
primary level), so all must be done directly in classrooms and, for example, interesting work with
fire cannot be included in the classroom because of the safety reasons. Our school is located in
the historical centre of Prague, so we do not have a garden where we could plant and grow some
plants or, fruit and vegetable. However, I am sure it would be possible in other schools. I address
this problem by trying to plant at least in boxes and flowerpots placed in the classroom and in the
corridor. Pupils like that very much. It is important to take care of plants which is entirely up to
pupils.”

4. Involvement of pupils with specific educational needs
„In this project, integrated pupil with an assistant is probably no problem. Fortunately, I had an
integrated pupil who was able to work and did not disturb the class. But I can imagine that such
pupils might cause problems in other classes. You cannot always include all the activities you
want because you have to consider these pupils as well. For example, working with certain
dangerous chemicals is not only unpleasant but also dangerous for regular children. If there is a
child who might be causing problems, it is even more complicated. We simply did not do some
activities because of the safety reasons. I am neither a physic nor chemistry teacher and do not
know all the safety rules for working with particular material.”
"Unfortunately, this problem has been a widespread topic lately. I had two very problematic and
trouble making pupils in the classroom, unfortunately without an assistant, who made the work
problematic and disrupted the whole project. That is more an inclusion problem about which we
could discuss hours and hours. "
“Some activities cannot be carried out with all pupils, e.g. pupils with behavioral disorders, etc.“
“Composition of the class is not ideal. There are pupils with various nationalities in the class and
in order for activity to make sense to the pupil I need to explain it to all. Another problem is that
we have a student with Asperger syndrome and another with a bad form of ADHD. We had to
prepare different activities for those pupils because they could not work with the rest of the class
due to their diagnosis.”

5. Difficultness of the project activities
"The project was certainly very interesting for the pupils. We enjoyed it, but we have the
thematic plans quite full, so it was quite difficult to squeeze in the project activities. I would
certainly recommend this project for the secondary level, where students already have chemistry
and physics and there are qualified chemistry and physics teachers there.”
“Some activities were very difficult for pupils at the primary level, for example when we worked
with corrosion, metals, magnetism or needed to find out the composition of alloys and determine
differences among them. Pupils at the primary level could not say the difference between metals
and non-metals. They determined only basic metals but experienced difficulties with alloys.”

6. Planning of educational activities due to formal teaching requirements
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“The biggest problem was that activities had to be included in the teaching plan at a different
time than planned. We needed to test sundial in the middle of winter which was quite
problematic.”

7. Discipline of pupils during the work
"Not all pupils are able to cooperate in group activities, calm down and concentrate on work with
knife, matches, etc."

Grundschule Louisenlund, Germany
If teachers and schools want to let their students learn by research and discovery, learning with
activity like the activities of the I-Skype project, one of the most important obstacles is time. They
need more time. Time to explore things, discover things and time to talk about the subjects. The
children in the first and second grade in Germany have mostly only two lessons of science a week.
Experiences, activities and experiments in science need more time than 45 minutes twice a week. It
is nearly impossible to do experiments and activities in just 45 Minutes. The teachers work with
groups of 25 to 30 children with different knowledge and requirements. There are too many students
in one class and the groups are determined by the heterogeneity of the different children.
The curricula are full of specifications about the subjects the students must learn. Therefore, it is
difficult to follow the students’ interests and curiosity to discover subjects of science next to the
curricula.
Another point is that the activities need more time for the teachers to prepare themselves,
particularly for teachers who work outside their own subject area. They need encouragement and
motivation to work with innovating learning activities. Teachers need to learn a new role of teaching.
It is not only teaching anymore, it is more and more coaching. They need further education and
training to let the questions of the students lead through the subject. Therefore, we come back to
the first part: Teachers and teaching needs more time to apply innovating activities in science
education.
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Chapter 4
Recommendations for policy reform and curricula
update on national level – Slovak case
Based on identified examples of good practice and identified obstacles that potentially complicate
the wider implementation of the I-SKYPE learning approach, it is possible to make recommendations
for changes in the education system. As the learning environments of the three participating
countries vary, suggested recommendations will also vary. Recommendations identified by teachers
and by academics differ as their views on methodical materials differ and they work with presented
material in a different way.

4.1 Recommendations from academic point of view
In the project, we prepared material developing scientific literacy by implementation of interactive
education methods in line with the development of big scientific ideas. Any appropriate learning
process is becoming less applicable to practice if the national curriculum for science education has
set its goals and content which are not identical with proposed innovation. From the academic point
of view, we decided to evaluate the compliance of the goals and content orientation of the national
curriculum for primary education with the objectives and principles of the I-SKYPE methodical
material. Specifically, we will try to analyse:



agreement of the objectives present in the national curriculum for primary science education
with I-SKYPE methodical material focused on the development of scientific literacy,
agreement of the science content present in the national curriculum for primary science
education with the I-SKYPE methodical material focused on the concept of big ideas in
science education.

An analysis of the Slovak national curriculum for primary science education indicates that I-SKYPE
material is prepared in full compliance with the focus of formal primary science education and can be
used to achieve the basic objectives of equivalent subjects. This can also be seen from the opposite
point of view: the objectives of primary science education formulated in the Slovak national
curriculum are in accordance with the principles of the currently preferred concept of didactics of
science education, with one exception; less emphasis is placed on the development of understanding
the nature of science.
Based on analysis of the objectives, it is possible to formulate the following recommendations for
editing the curriculum, focusing more on the nature of science:
Recommendation 1: Promote the natural interconnection between natural sciences and technical
education by adapting the educational objectives of subjects in the curriculum (Area People and
Science, People and World of Work).
Specification: The absence of a functional link between science and technology at the primary
level of education leads to the creation of purposeless knowledge, which is without the vision of
its practical application, and to the inability to develop relevant scientific concepts.

Recommendation 2: Add the objective to develop the concept about the diverse implications of
science into the curriculum for primary science education.
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Specification: Controversy, discussion, reflection on the various implications of science (ethical,
social, economic and political) are part of the development of ideas about the nature of science.
They are an essential part of science. Absence of these elements can create naive, incomplete,
and distorted concepts among pupils. In addition, the application of this element to the primary
science education effectively addresses the issue of environmental education. It is its basis and
key element.

Based on the comparison of the science content prescribed in the national curriculum with the
concept of the big scientific ideas, it can be stated that the prepared methodical material covers all
the content of the primary science education and even goes beyond it. Analysis shows missing
elements leading to creating specific scientific concepts (see tab. 2). The findings might lead to
possible modification of primary science content considering following recommendations:
Recommendation 3: Add the energy concept into the content of formal science education.
Specification: When developing the concept of energy, it would be beneficial if pupil's attention
focused on understanding that energy could change from one form to another (electricity lights
up a bulb, wind moves turbine blades, etc.) and in that way energy can be moved from one
object (we perceive it as a source or reservoir of energy) to the other. The national curriculum
lacks ideas that create the predisposition for a correct grasp of the environmental issue. For
example, the notion that some energy supplies are renewable, such as those generated by wind,
waves, sunlight, and water. Others are non-renewable, such as fossil fuel supplies, from which
energy is released by combustion. The concept of energy is also appropriate to develop through a
more complete understanding of the diet - food is a source of energy for all living organisms.
Plants that contain chlorophyll can produce food for themselves using sunlight, and they can also
stock up that food when they do not need it.

Recommendation 4: Add the concepts of forces and power action to the content of formal science
education.
Specification: According to the concept of developing big scientific ideas, the concept about
forces and power action can be developed in primary science education through following ideas
missing in Slovak national curriculum: The movement of an object changes when applied forces
are not in equilibrium. The speed of the moving object is the expression of the distance passed
over a given time. How fast the movement of a body changes depends on the force applied on
the object and object’s weight. The bigger the weight of the object, the longer it takes to
accelerate or to slow down. This is called the inertia.

Recommendation 5: Add ideas about minerals, rocks, geological conditions of the Earth and the
principles of weather and climate change to the content of formal science education.
Specification: Comparing national curriculum for science at primary level and what is possible to
develop at that particular age we suggest following concepts about weather, climate, soil and
rocks: The higher we are from the Earth’s surface the less air there is. The temperature, pressure,
direction, speed of air movement and the amount of water that evaporates into the air form the
weather. Through long-term observations of these features, we can notice certain patterns that
allow us to make short-term weather forecasts. The weather conditions that last for a long time
are called climatic and are specific for different parts of the world. Underneath the soil, a solid
part is made of rock. Many different rocks have different composition and properties. By the
action of water and air the stones are broken down into smaller particles - the sand is made up of
small pieces of rocks and the dust is made up of even smaller particles.

Recommendation 6: Add parts about the historical development of the Earth, prehistoric animals,
plants, and the gradual formation of the Earth to the present form to the content of formal science
education.
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Specification: In order to talk about the complex development of the concept of Earth as a cosmic
body, it is not possible to avoid the development of the Earth in a paleontological or astronomical
context. Given the concept of the development of big scientific ideas, it is appropriate to enrich
the content of formal science education with the following ideas: Pupils should understand that
there is a large number of various plants and animals that once lived, but are now extinct. We
know about them from the fossils. We categorize the animals and plants into groups and
subgroups according to their degree of similarity. Organisms belonging to different species do not
produce fertile offspring. Even though organisms belonging to the same species are very similar
to each other, they differ from one another they are not identical. One consequence of sexual
reproduction is that the offspring is never the same as a parent.

Recommendation 7: Add elements about the continuing development of man in terms of
understanding the transfer of genetic information and the ability to learn and develop to the content
of formal science education.
Specification: Based on the comparison of the national curriculum for primary science education
and the concept of big scientific ideas, it may be advisable to add to the content of primary
science education the knowledge that offspring of one species are not identical and they are not
identical with their parents. Pupils at this age can also understand that qualities such as abilities
and behavior cannot be inherited, we learn them.

In addition to the recommendations resulting from the analysis of the goals and content of primary
science education, it is possible to formulate recommendations about the way those concepts could
be introduces to pupils in Slovak schools. These recommendations also result from an analysis of
science curriculum, but they do not derive directly from the data obtained, but from the knowledge
about the predispositions needed to achieve the educational objectives of primary science
education.
Recommendation 8: Approve only such supporting educational materials that tend to develop not
only ideas of natural phenomena but also ideas about the processes of science and about the nature
of science.
Specification: If the purpose of primary science education is to develop scientific literacy, it is
important that teachers receive only materials that fully respect this educational intention,
especially when it comes to state-subsidized materials, such as textbooks. If the author of the
educational material focuses only on the selected standards of the national curriculum,
regardless of the basic aims of the educational area, the methodical materials do not necessarily
contribute to development of scientific literacy. We recommend a more precise approach to
approving textbooks, so teachers do not receive a textbook, which does not meet the basic goals
of primary science education, which, unfortunately, is still happening.

Recommendation 9: Create sufficient space for the development of scientific literacy at the primary
level of education.
Specification: Currently limited time in order to achieve such complex objectives in primary
education as the development of scientific literacy is inadequate. The development of scientific
literacy requires the application of specific teaching methods that require more time than
traditional, deductively oriented teaching methods. Achieving a reasonable level of scientific
literacy is at least problematic if achievable within the time currently allocation for primary
education. We recommend increasing the time allocation for science education to 2 lessons for
each year of primary education.

Recommendation 10: Enhance the control of the science educational goals fulfilment while providing
teachers with synergies in their efforts to innovate the process of natural education.
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Specification: Properly formulated national curriculum does not guarantee development of
scientific literacy when the curriculum control bodies do not work. Current control does not
guarantee fulfilment of the goals formulated in the national curriculum. This can lead to total
ignorance of the document. There is an ongoing effort to re-modify curricular documents.
However, the problem of the poor scientific literacy is not in the formulation of curriculum
documents.

Recommendation 11: Provide continual professional development for teachers, which would reflect
current developments in didactics of science education.
Specification: It is obvious that if the curriculum of primary science education changes, especially
when it comes to radical change, it is not to be expected that teachers will automatically respond
to innovation. Even though teachers are ready for teachers can understand change in the
curriculum, new principles in didactics of science education differently. Therefore, it is important
to ensure that all approved continual professional development courses will provide teachers
with an appropriate practical idea about innovation. At the same time, we recommend more
effective and intensive use of continual professional development especially in a period of
curriculum reform in order for teachers to understand the change and not consider innovative
educational approaches only as an alternative approach to education.

4.2 Recommendations from teachers´ point of view
Teachers tested innovative approach in their classrooms. Based on that experience they identified its
positive aspects and some obstacles. Based on this information, we are expanding the list of
recommendations and adding the ones, which are considered by teachers as essential.
Recommendation 12: Increase the time allocation for primary science education
Specification: When we work on development of scientific literacy we ask pupils to think more, to
discuss, collect data, organize them, formulate conclusions, consider various procedures how to
test formulated hypothesis, etc. – these are activities developing science process skills and
objective thinking. These activities require much more time comparing to time needed in more
traditional teaching presenting only knowledge about phenomenon and laws. If we really work
on development of scientific literacy teachers should not have the impression that they have to
hurry up, exclude some steps because of the lack of time even if he/she knows these steps are all
important in fulfilling set intention.

Recommendation 13: Enable class division into more functional workgroups during science lessons
Specification: The development of scientific literacy requires more intensive work with pupil’s
way of thinking about reality. With a large number of pupils in the classroom, it is not possible to
support the progressive development of pupils' thought processes as it could be done through
more individual feedback in a smaller group of pupils. Dividing the class into two groups would
greatly improve the development of scientific literacy and, at the same time, create lesser
demands on material as well as the safety during practical work.

Recommendation 14: To provide sufficient funds and material for science activities
Specification: Pupils at the primary level are familiar with scientific phenomena especially from
their own experience. A teacher cannot do without appropriate material and tools if experience
that is more personal is to be provided. Even though it is usually material that can be commonly
found, their constant renewal and retrieval requires incomparably more time for the teacher
compared to the preparation for teaching, in which he applies more traditional methods. The
development of scientific literacy could be made more efficient by providing a smaller but annual
financial subsidy for the purchase of material needed for practical science activities.
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Chapter 4
Recommendations for policy reform and curricula
update on national level – German case
Germany consists of 16 federal states, each with its own curriculum framework and individual
curricula for all school types and subjects. Accordingly, science education is designed differently in
each federal state. It is not possible in these recommendations to consider all details and differences
between the 16 states completely. Rather, recommendations are drawn on a general level. We focus
on key findings representing overall trends across all federal states. Consequently, some of the
recommendations may be already fulfilled in some of the federal states.
Overall, the analysis of the curriculum frameworks of the 16 German federal states showed that
diverse elements of Wynne Harlen’s concept of Big Ideas are included in the curriculum frameworks
already. However, German elementary science education typically is based on the teaching of
isolated scientific phenomena and does not aim for teaching comprehensive scientific concepts.
Accordingly, the contents of elementary science education can not be found in the scope and
systematics as it is described in I-S.K.Y.P.E. On a positive note, inquiry-based learning and the
observation of scientific phenomena are considered as important teaching contents in German
primary education. Nonetheless, inquiry-based learning is often limited to the description level.
In the following, recommendations for a possible enhancement and deepening of content as well as
recommendations on course design in science education are worked out. They are supplemented by
reflections on the structural conditions that influence the work of primary schools in different ways
due to the diversity of the federal states.

4.1 Recommendations at the content level
Recommendation 1: Link scientific phenomena and their observation to over-arching scientific
principles
In German primary schools the contents of science education typically focusses on individual
aspects or isolated natural phenomena. Only few curriculum frameworks suggest to group the
phenomena observed by students or to classify them into superordinate theories. In some
curriculum frameworks, it is proposed to link individual subject areas or to combine several topics.
However, in contrast to the concept of Big Ideas, a systematic introduction of comprehensive
scientific ideas or principles is not found.
The neglect of superordinate principles poses the risk that the investigated phenomena may stand
side by side unconnected. Although in some of the curriculum frameworks the linking of individual
learning areas is recommended, a targeted classification of the phenomena in a comprehensive
explanatory model, which can be relevant and knowledge guiding in higher grades, is not
intended. Rather the phenomenon as such is in focus and not the goal of introducing a general
scientific principle by means of inquiry-based learning and observing phenomena. Accordingly,
with our work and the elaborated methodological materials of the I-S.K.Y.P.E project we would
like to encourage and support teachers to base their science teaching on general scientific
principles (Big Ideas of Science) and to classify systematically the science phenomena and topics
into higher-level scientific concepts.
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Two of Wynne Harlen's Big Ideas are related to issues relevant in the UNESCO Global Action
Programme on Education for Sustainable Development. Therefore, they should be considered in
more detail here. The issue "Energy" is connected to the Big Idea 4 (The total amount of energy in
the Universe is always the same but energy can transformed when things change or are made to
happen), the issue "Climate" is part of the Big Idea 5 (The composition of the Earth and its
atmosphere and the processes occurring within them shape the Earth’s surface and its climate).
These two topics are particularly important as they take up and focus on aspects that not only
enable students to increase their knowledge and ability, but also enable them to develop a
sustainable way of dealing with their environment.

Recommendation 2: Implementation of principle of conservation of energy in curriculum
frameworks
The topic “Energy” is included in the curriculum frameworks of all federal states. However, it is
implemented in primary school science education with different emphasis. In some curriculum
frameworks, energy is considered only cursory, in others it is outlined as an important topic. On
the positive side, it should be pointed out that sustainability is already implemented in some of
the curriculum frameworks. However, higher-level concepts such as different forms of energy,
conservation of energy in the universe as well as conversion of energy, electricity, etc., as they are
treated in Wynne Harlen’s Big Ideas can be found only in few curriculum frameworks.
Against the background of the theoretical basis of the Big Idea from I-S.K.Y.P.E. concept, it can be
recommended to implement this basic idea in curriculum frameworks. This Big Ideas takes up the
principle of conservation of energy. The rule that the total amount of energy in the universe is
always the same, but that it can be transformed from one form of energy to another, is a
fundamental concept. This concept can already be grasped by elementary students and gives
them the opportunity to discover the conservation of energy with all its facets. On this basis, the
topic can be viewed from different perspectives, such as the environmental perspective
(sustainability, transformation of resources, wind power, etc.). This allows students to understand
larger relationships and connect the issue with other aspects to build a comprehensive concept of
energy.

Recommendation 3: Implementation of processes shaping climate in curriculum frameworks
With regard to the topic of climate, a similar picture emerges. It is included in almost all
curriculum frameworks. Again, different levels are found, e.g. everyday observations, such as
weather, rain and the day-night rhythm are considered, but also more complex topics, like the
structure of the Earth's interior and processes such as volcanic eruptions are picked up. The aspect
of sustainability and environmental protection are already present in several education plans. For
example, climate change phenomena are discussed as well as human behaviors that cause
climate change and ideas for alternative behavior.
The basic principle presented in Wynne Harlen’s Big Idea might be a useful supplement here: The
composition of the Earth and its atmosphere and the processes occurring within them shape the
Earth’s surface and its climate. The extended inquiry-based learning, proposed by Wynne Harlen,
goes beyond phenomena (see Recommendation 5). It enables students to capture the complex
topic and to understand the processes that have shaped our world and our climate as it is today.
This connects the topic to everyday life and makes it possible to integrate it into existing (pre-)
concepts of the students. Students can understand even challenging content, such as climate
change and its causes, and can reflect what could be done about it. Introducing the basic idea into
existing curriculum frameworks would not only affect the skills and knowledge of primary school
students, but would also raise awareness for the sustainable use of the environment and for life
on earth. To this end, it is necessary to connect Wynne Harlen’s principle with the content of
sustainability and environmental protection, which is already part of the curriculum frameworks.

Recommendation 4: Improvement of theory formation in elementary science education
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According to the recommendations of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and
Cultural Affairs of the Federal States in the Federal Republic of Germany from 02.07.1970 as
amended on 11.06.2015 the work in primary school science education aims at the “selfdependent enhancement of scientific pre-concepts" (KMK, 2015). This lags far behind the
educational objectives of the concept of Wynne Harlen. With the concept of the Big Ideas, the
existing pre-concepts, which include naive ideas of the students and theories of everyday life, are
not only developed further. Rather they are systematically questioned, e.g. tested experimentally
in order to arrive at valid scientific concepts. Thus, the procedure according to Wynne Harlen
places higher demands on the formation of theories in the STEM subjects than the current
German didactic concepts: It not only enables the students to build up knowledge and apply
already learned skills, but also takes theorizing into account as well as the development of
process-related skills. This is important, because students need both components to develop their
competences and scientific skills.

4.2 Recommendations for the (didactic) implementation in
primary education
Recommendation 5: Stronger focus on students analyzing, explaining and reflecting
Active learning formats are part in the curricula of elementary schools in Germany since long. This
also applies to scientific education. Here natural phenomena and their active discovery are in the
foreground. With inquiry-based learning, an approach resembling scientific work is implemented
in different depths in the curriculum frameworks of the federal states. According to Wynne Harlen
(and the basic theoretical concept of I-S.K.Y.P.E.) an inquiry-based learning includes the following
process steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Students raising questions and planning inquiries
Students gathering information
Students analyzing, interpreting and explaining
Students communicating, arguing und reflecting

The competencies associated with these steps are addressed in different ways in the curriculum
frameworks of the 16 federal states. Partly it is described in detail, which skills should be acquired
in which grade level. Here the competencies can be clearly assigned to the process capabilities
stated by Wynne Harlen. Other curriculum frameworks are less informative. However, it becomes
clear that the focus in many federal states is mainly on asking questions, observing and gathering
information. Thus, we recommend to stronger emphasize the important third and fourth process
steps and to implement them in elementary science education.
In particular, these steps allow students to verbalize their thinking, present their outcomes, and
share it with others. The steps support thinking processes and foster the further cognitive
development. In this way, students learn to reflect on their research process and view it from a
different perspective. This is supported by the exchange with the classmates. Thus, students can
develop their knowledge and abilities based on their own experiences, expand, and change
already existing cognitive concepts through the experiences of their classmates. Reflection
supports an intensive exploration of the subject and in-depth learning processes.

Recommendation 6: Supplementing suggestions and concrete implementation examples in
curriculum frameworks
The suggestions and examples for educational design in the curriculum frameworks are often kept
short. There are only a few examples that are comparable with the methodological materials in IS.K.Y.P.E. Although there are other sources that offer teaching materials and examples, these are
of different quality and often focus on isolated phenomena as most of the curriculum frameworks
do. In contrast, the I-S.K.Y.P.E. materials are prepared in a way that they reflect the entire process
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of research and have a high alignment between learning theory aspects and the content level of
the subject. This allows teachers to adapt the material to the interests and abilities of the
students individually.
This cannot be achieved with very brief examples in the curriculum and individual illustrative
materials. Therefore, the recommendation can be given to teachers with a number of suggestions
and implementation examples that, according to the I-S.K.Y.P.E. example, support knowledge and
process skills and thus intensive and ongoing discussion between students. It also motivates
teachers who teach subjective to present scientific aspects in a clear and tangible way.
The very brief examples in the curriculum frameworks are not suited to allow for this. Thus, the
recommendation can be made to provide the teachers with more suggestions and examples of
implementation following the example of I-S.K.Y.P.E., to promote both, implicit knowledge and
process capabilities. This would support that students explore the respective scientific principle
intensively and sustainably. In addition, it could motivate and support teachers who teach outside
their subject area to teach scientific topics.

4.3 Recommendations regarding structural aspects
Recommendation 7: Students should be given more time to investigate scientific topics
Since the processes initiated in the work with Big Ideas are comprehensive and holistic, it is
important that students have sufficient time to discover the scientific questions, to study them in
detail through the different phases of a research process, and to understand underlying principles.
Thus, a flexible teaching time is desirable, which can be adapted to the learning processes of the
students. This is central, because then particularly metacognitive processes, such as rethinking
ideas, making references to the beginning of the process, (self-) reflection, etc. can be given the
time they need and processes are not interrupted by the end of the lesson or by a pre-assigned
working time.
This idea is currently not compatible with the design of the curricula and the reality in schools: The
scheduled weekly lessons for science education in primary school are shared with other subjects
(see recommendation 8). A generous number of weekly hours, which allows for the described
processes and gives the students time for inquiry-based learning and a comprehensive
interpretation, is recommended at this point.

Recommendation 8: Independence and equivalence of scientific topics in curriculum frameworks
In German primary schools, natural sciences are taught in combination with socio-scientific,
geographical, historical and technical subjects in so-called "Sachunterricht". In some federal
states, the Sachunterricht is also combined with subjects such as mathematics or German in a
subject network. Thus, depending on the state and grade level, students are confronted with
different contents in parallel. Sciences education is only one part of this conglomerate. On the one
hand, this supports multidisciplinarity in learning. On the other hand, it gives the students little
opportunity to study sciences in depth independently of other topics. Due to the combination of
subjects, the number of lessons allocated to science education per week is not fixed (whereas the
lessons allocated to Sachunterricht are of course).
Rather the Curriculum Frameworks of the federal states as well as the Perspektivrahmen
Sachunterricht (guidelines of the perspective frame for science teaching) of the Gesellschaft für
Didaktik des Sachunterrichts (GDSU) (Society for didactic of science teaching) on the national level
(which is recommended by the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural
Affairs of the Federal States in the Federal Republic of Germany from 02.07.1970 as amended on
11.06.2015 as an guideline) focus on the development of competencies and skills. It is neither
fixed which contents are to be taught nor how much time is to be allocated to science education.
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Certainly, the curriculum frameworks and curricula do not contradict the concept of the Big Ideas.
In many federal states, they give engaged and interested teachers the opportunity to include
Wynne Harlen’s Big Ideas into their teaching. However, the limited time for science education
might cause a problem here. With regard to the time resources in school lessons, science
education is in competition with the other subjects of the Sachunterricht.
With our recommendations, we would like to encourage thinking about whether an enhancement
of natural science and the time assigned to it in primary schools is reasonable – especially in face
the importance of STEM for the development of the society.

Recommendation 9: Contents of science teaching and educational objectives should be reconsidered
In Germany learning objectives in primary school science education are for the most part specified
by the acquisition of competencies by the curriculum frameworks and the national guidelines (see
recommendation 8). Accordingly, the curriculum frameworks do not specify the contents of
natural science teaching in detail. Consequently, teachers and schools decide which natural
scientific contents they teach. On the one hand, this can be considered to be positive, as the input
might be matched to the individual needs of the students. On the other hand, a profound basic
education in natural science is not guaranteed automatically. Moreover, the curriculum
frameworks do not offer a systematic promotion of comprehensive scientific concepts.
Thus, it can be recommended to review the contents of science education in primary schools and
to take into account the Big Ideas by Wynne Harlen as a possible suitable framework. This
approach makes over-arching scientific principles accessible for young students. The success of
Wynne Harlen’s Big Ideas already showed that primary school students are able to master these
cognitive challenges when didactic preparation is appropriate. Moreover, tasks and level can be
adapted to interests and levels of development of the child individually. Additionally it might have
to be decided, whether the timeframe for science education should be increased to make it
possible that primary students can acquire knowledge about superordinate principles of the
natural sciences (see recommendation 8).

Recommendation 10: Amelioration of continuing teacher training
The Big Ideas by Wynne Harlen are compatible with the curriculum frameworks of most federal
states. Therefore, it is recommended to provide continuing education on Big Ideas for interested
teachers as soon as possible. This could improve contents of science education in primary schools
and help teachers to provide students with systematic knowledge. Moreover, it is easily
implemented since all materials are provided on the internet for free. The access to materials and
didactic examples certainly facilitates the planning of science lessons in primary school. This could
also increase the motivation of teachers who have to teach science education outside their
subject area and make it easier for them to implement more science education in their teaching.
In continuing education or self-study of the Big Ideas it is important to work through the
implementation of the new principles to support the realization in science education. The concept
is not limited to the contents. It aims at fostering competencies of students and calls for a sound
theory construction at the same time. To reach this aim in primary school, the attitude of the
teachers towards science education is important. Introducing students to higher-level science
based on learning through inquiry requires a particular approach and an attitude of the teacher
himself, which is explanatory and based on questions.
Especially teachers who teach outside their subject area might benefit from the Big Ideas
approach. Teachers who have studied natural sciences and didactics have in-depth knowledge of
basic science principles. This is something they always “have in mind" and consider when
designing lessons. Teachers who have to teach outside their subject area might like to use the
already prepared and freely accessible materials and ideas for teaching natural sciences
according to the Big Ideas. The materials provides background information about the scientific
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concepts and interested teachers can acquire the respective specific expertise in a low-threshold
manner.
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Chapter 4
Recommendations for policy reform and curricula
update on national level – Czech case
As we prepared examples of good practice as Methodical material for teachers and mainly identify
obstacles that complicated wider implementation of the I – S.K.Y.P.E. learning approach in primary
schools, we can list recommendations that are necessary in the education system.

4.1 Recommendations from academic point of view
We prepared methodical materials for teachers to support of developing of scientific literacy by
implementation of interactive education methods in line with the development of big scientific ideas.
To prepare suitable learning processes will not be enough if national curriculum is not adjusted with
proposed innovation.
In case of academic view, we decided to evaluate the compliance of the goal and content orientation
of the Czech national curriculum for primary education with the objectives and principles of the
I – S.K.Y.P.E. methodical material.
An analysis of the Czech national curriculum for primary science education indicates that I – S.K.Y.P.E.
material is prepared in full compliance with the focus of formal primary science education and can be
used to achieve the basic objectives of equivalent subjects.
Based on analysis of the objectives, it is possible to formulate the following recommendations for
editing the curriculum, focusing more on the nature of science:
Recommendation 1: To focus in primary science education on the phenomena and processes that
pupils can constantly observe around them. To deepen understanding of these science phenomena
and processes and to reduce phenomena and processes that are self-serving in education.
Specification: Science education is an essential element of basic-stage education. It is not
enough to be done by frontal teaching method, as this significantly reduces the period
for a true understanding of the discussed phenomena and processes. Active science
involvement is essential for science learning, but it is time consuming.
Recommendation 2: To reduce in primary science education the intellectually challenging curriculum
in the astronomical part.
Specification: In the science curriculum, changing of seasons is significantly involved. However,
this requires a high degree of pupil imagination and a link between several perspectives in
different reference systems. At the same time, the idea of Earth rotation about axis and its
consequence, i.e. the alternation of day and night, is difficult for the pupils. This topic is therefore
only formally understandable for most pupils. Although the "experiment" is used here to model
the motion of the Earth around the Sun, the intellectual possibilities of the pupils do not allow
the full understanding of the principle of this phenomenon. Instead of this, we recommend
taking emphasis about knowledge of phases of the Moon, which is readily available, can be easily
observed on the sky and demonstrated in the classroom.

Recommendation 3: To use more widely the active teaching methods like excursions to science
centres, observatories, planetariums, museums, zoological, botanical gardens, and the nature.
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Specification: Linking science to everyday life and reality is essential to understanding science
education goals. Observing individual science phenomena and processes outside the school is
crucial to knowing that school education is useful in terms of understanding phenomena and
processes in everyday life, thus leading to the integration and interconnection of the various
parts of the curriculum into a comprehensive scientific literacy. There are many possibilities:
excursions to science centres, observatories and planetariums, museums, zoological and
botanical gardens, or the nature.

Recommendation 4: To put emphasis on inquiry-based learning and similar forms of active learning
wherever it is possible; to interconnect knowledge from science with their everyday life applications
and technical fields.
Specification: The link between theoretical and practical components is typical for science
education. Especially for primary education is important to involve practical activities. It is
essential that pupils learn from their own experiments, to research and think naturally, simply to
make the theoretical conclusions as practical as possible.
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